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There are times when a Greek or Hebrew word has a distinct meaning that seriously affects the

proper interpretation of Scripture. Unless you are familiar with these languages, you will not be able

to determine what word in the original text was used or the differences between these words-until

now.The Hebrew-Greek Key WordÂ® Study Bible identifies the key words of the original languages

and presents clear, precise explanations of their meaning and usage. Those who love God's Word

will treasure this Bible, for it contains a whole library of biblical helps within its

covers.Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â  Â  Â  Â  Â  Â  Â  Â Â  Â  NOW INCLUDED* Wider Margins on

Pages of the Bible Text* Key Words in the Biblical Text Coded to AStrong's Numbers* New Word

Studies with AMG's Annotated Strong's Dictionaries* Red Letter Edition of the Authorized Version,

King James BibleÂ HARDBOUNDÂ 
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This is probably the most useful study Bible I have. Having the Greek and Hebrew numbers right by

the words in the text and the concordance and dictionary in the back makes digging deeper into

God's Word so much easier. The grammatical guide to the New Testament words are a wonderful

help as well. It allows you to get the truest sense of what the author was trying to convey. The book

introductions and 'keys' are informative. There are many cross-references included that are helpful,

too.The only reason I didn't give this Bible 5-stars is I am used to a Thompson and I think the paper

quality, while not bad, is not equal to what I am used to. I've told several folks that if they every



combined this Bible with the Thompson (and it was made like the Thompson) you would have pretty

near the perfect Study Bible.

I am currently writing a book about the names of God and am daily consulting this text. My older

version wore out, but this updated version is even better than the previous one. I highly commend

this in-depth resource to anyone seriously studying the Bible -- Old Testament, New Testament or

both. Within the scriptures, selected words are coded to the Hebrew and the Greek Lexicons. The

Lexicons are included at the back of the volume. More additional helps are also available in this new

version. So, if your previous copy has worn thin or you have never owned a Hebrew-Greek Study

Bible, this updated version is a "must have" for all avid Bible students!This text is a great gift for

birthdays, Father's Day, Mother's Day, Christmas, Anniversary or "just because".PS, you do not

need to read Hebrew or Greek language symbols to gain the meanings of the Hebrew and Greek

words.Sincerely,Dianne Myers Haneke, PhD

If you are really serious about studying the Bible, I believe that this is a Bible that can help if you use

it "religiously." As noted, it gives both Hebrew and Greek explanations and definitions. The key

words in the text are numerically coded to James Strong's Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible

(noted in the introduction). It has a Concordance of its own to the Old and New Testaments. It even

has a guide to transliteration from Greek to English with modern pronuciation guidelines.I received

this study Bible January 2011. So far, it has really helped me as I study God's Word. In fact, it is

such a help that using it with The New Strong's Expanded Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible

sometimes allows me to study only one verse during a study session because of the information,

the underlined key words or phrases that may be studid further by looking up the corresponding

numbers in the appropriate dictionary and or Concordance, the cross references, the italicized

marginal notes, and much more. If you decide to buy it, use it. It can elevate your studying to a

"higher" level.

I have enjoyed this Bible for study and devotional time. It has a stockpile of ways to research, for the

studious and just for information. There would be only one issue I have, and that is the quality of

paper of the pages. I like to write and mark in my Bibles, but I don't think I would advise it . Just the

same, it is ideal for those who like to exhaust studies on topics!

The actual edition I have is the 1992 printing. At the time I was looking for a better and different



Bible than the Life Application Bible I owned. I stumbled on this Bible at the local Christian book

store. I was new to Bible study but I had found out what a Strong's Concordance was and knew of

the value. When I begin to look at this Bible I knew it was for me. I was thirsty for learning about

God's Word and saw this type of Bible with a Strong's included would be great. I have used my

bonded leather Bible until the cover was cracked and torn. A new puppy to the home decided to

study it and tore a few pages and the cover. I was hurt and mad about this... I knew I must restore

my Bible and I carefully repaired all of the pages. I had the same local store send my prize

possession out to get a solid leather cover installed. It looked great but cost more that a brand new

one but I could not give up years of notes and of it being my friend in my journey with the Lord.As

for the format of this Bible, I can see why some would not like it if they were not serious students of

the Word. I think many would like the explanations just handed to them in short sentences and this

Bible offers little commentary, which is okay. The fact is, real Bible study requires study time

(reading the Word) and prayer; then do it some more. If you want to learn more that the average

student then you will have to start looking up and studying words in the original Hebrew and Greek.

This Bible along with a inexpensive computerized Bible (easy way to find each word keyed to

Stong's numbers) and a Vine's Word Study would be a great way to study God's Word. Only after

you have done this may you carefully review commentaries. Highly recommended to the serious

student, teacher or preacher.

This Bible is everything I was expecting. I definitely recommend this Bible to anyone interested in

studying God's Word in original text.
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